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and the Science of its Origin
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Modem man owes an immense debt to science. He has received
on the one hand the practical benefit of powerful tools and on
the other the stimulus to his imagination through the unveiling
of the remote past. Yet science is a recent phenomenon. Its three-
hundred-year-old history has occupied but a few moments of
recorded time. No wonder that its novelty has provoked not a
few reflections.

These reflections on the recent origin of science are the materials
and rudiments of the science of its origin. For the first time they
are surveyed and analysed in this book, the text of five lectures
delivered at Balliol College, Oxford in 1977.

The historical survey is given in the first four lectures which
deal in succession with the material accrued during the seven-
teenth, eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. The lesson
provided by this historical material and the analysis of that lesson,
given in the fifth lecture, are the support of this book's major
claim: only a Christian outlook can provide that view in depth
of the origin of science which is needed for a proper appraisal of
the past of science, and of its future impact.

Stanley L. Jaki, a Hungarian-born Benedictine priest, is Dis-
tinguished Professor at Seton Hall University, South Orange,
N.J., who has been internationally acclaimed for his books on the
history of physics and cosmology. In 1975 and 1976 he was
Gifford Lecturer at the University of Edinburgh and has lectured
widely in the United States and Europe. He was the recipient of
the Lecomte du Nouy Prize for 1970.
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" Three Important Books """*
THE EPISTLE OF ST PAUL TO
THE PHILIPPIANS
J.-F. Collange (Translated by A. W.
Heathcote)
This commentary makes every effort after rigorous, scientifically
controlled exegesis. It attempts to answer the questions which the
reader of the Epistle will raise, questions which are now classic.
Has the letter a single origin or is it an amalgam of several smaller
letters? Is its thought that of an ageing Paul or is it contemporary
with the great Epistles? Who are are the opponents so violently
attacked ? What was the role of the 'bishops and deacons' in the
church at Philippi to whom greetings are sent? Did Paul the
prisoner really prefer death to life ? What was the origin of the hymn
which in the heart of the letter sings the praise of Jesus Christ as
Lord?
Demy 8vo ISBN 7162 0270 0 £5.00

CHRISTIAN FAITH AND
POLITICAL HOPES a reply to
E. R. Norman
Is 'politicisation' destroying orthodox Christianity, as Dr E. R. Norman
complained in his controversial Reith Lecture ? What is 'politicisation'
anyway? In this book, nine Christians, sociologists, economists,
historians and theologians make critical and constructive responses
to such questions. They argue that Christian believing today must
engage hopefully in politics if it is to be authentic as faith.
Cr8vo ISBN 7162 0329 4 £1.75

EUCHARIST AND
ESCHATOLOGY
Geoffrey Wainwright
This book has been widely welcomed by liturgists and theologians
for what its author calls its 'liturgical way of doing theology'. It gives
the first full and satisfactory account of the relation between the
eucharist and the rediscovered eschatology which, in its varying
forms, has been a marked feature of twentieth-century theology,
'an important book which deserves a wide audience.'

TIMES LITERARY SUPPLEMENT
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Contributions and editorial correspondence should be sent to one of
the editors: Rev. Dr A. I. C. Heron, New College, Mound Place,
Edinburgh EHI 2LX; Rev. Dr J. Houston, University of Glasgow, 3
Southpark Terrace, Glasgow G I 2 8QQ or to Scottish Academic Press
Ltd., 33 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh EH7 5JX.

Submission of an article is taken to imply that it has not previously
been published in English, or is not being considered by another
journal for publication in English. In the interests of authors, copy-
right is normally assigned to the Scottish Academic Press. The
average length of articles is 5000 words. Although longer articles
are accepted, those in excess of 10,000 words cannot be considered.

Contributions (articles and reviews) should be clearly typed in
double spacing, and on one side of the paper only. The rule about
double spacing applies also to footnotes, which should be used
sparingly. Cross-references within the article offered should not be
included.

Notes for the editors and instructions for the printer should be
attached on separate sheets. Contributors should keep one copy of
the typescript for use in correcting proofs.

Contributors from the United States may use U.S. spellings. Greek
and Hebrew words need not be transliterated. Capitalisation should
be kept to a minimum; and in particular should not be used in
pronouns referring to the Deity.

First proofs of articles and reviews may be read and corrected
by contributors, and should normally be returned to the organising
editor within ten days of receipt. Correction should be confined to
errors of the printer. More extensive correction can be made only
with the concurrence of an editor. No proofs of reviews will be sent.

Contributors of articles and article reviews (but not of reviews)
receive 10 free offprints. Extra copies may be bought according to
an agreed scale of charges, provided that these are ordered at the
time of returning corrected proofs.

PERMISSIONS
For permission to reproduce material from Scottish Journal of Theology
please apply to the Scottish Academic Press Ltd., 33 Montgomery
Street, Edinburgh EH7 5JX.
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